A new apparatus for photographic spectrophotometry is described.It is quite easy in construction and employment, and may be used so far as the photo graphic record is made,with the highest degree of accuracy.
The precent apparatus is a density meter for photographic plate registering an to matically with a wedge,and the intensity is determined from the density according to the ordinary method.
The apparatus is similar to the microphotometer in measuring the density of the very small areas of a photographic plate,but it is not provided with the microscopic objective and though it is an automatic registering type,it is so indifferent to external disturbances that,when in use,it does not need any special supervision.It is rather similar to the Merton's wedge method than the microphotometer in the automatic pro duction of the records using a neutral wedge.But this wedge may be used so far as the photographic record of the spectrum is made without the trouble of preparation and calibration in the ease of the Merton's platinum wedge.
(1)And moreover its accuracy is within one or two per cent which in the limit of accuracy of a photographic plate due to the unevenness in sensitivity over its surface. On developing and fixing the photographic plate P,a somewhat indistinct curved line is obtained,its abscissae indicating different places on the plate Q,and its otdinates giving the degree of density at these places.As it is a difficult matter to locate on the plate the exact position of the curve the plate is immersed for a short time after it has been fully developed and fived,in a"cutting solution"of dilute potassium ferricyanide and again fixed.This treatment should completely remove the slight veil or"chemical fog"which covers the plate,and if the process has been carried until the background is perfectly clear when examined with oblique illumination,the position of the curve is so sharply defined that it can be measured under a micrometer with an accuracy of a hundredth of a millimeter. where C is the coefficient of extinction and x is the thickness of the gelatine of the wedge .
Combining (1)and(Z we have where x is the thickness of base and equal to AB( fig .3) ,that is Fig.3 Now,there is a critical exposure of a photographic plate which produces a blackening just visible,and it is the same for all parts of the same plate with the accuracy of _one or two per cent.For example,in fig.3 ,the critical exposure is that corresponding to the peak,as well as to all parts of the edges of the image of the spectral line . 
where d is the change in density of wedge per unit length on its plate.Suppose,now the background of Q gives a length12on the plate P,then
Combining (4)and (5) 
